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evidence from Vietnamese materials rms
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This paper investigates factors a ecting cash holdings of materials rms listed on Vietnamese
WRFN H F DQJH
DQD LQJ GDWD FR HFWHG IURP FRPSDQLH LQ D SHULRG RI HDU IURP
2013-2019), using FGLS procedure based on xed e ect estimation, the study shows that
leverage, pro tability, cash conversion cycle, cash ows and growth opportunities signi cantly
a ect the level of cash holdings of Vietnamese materials companies. This study adds more
insights in the eld of liquidity management in general and cash management in particular
by determining factors in uencing cash holdings. Outcomes from this research would help
PDQDJHU LQYH WRU DQG FRQ WDQW LQ PDNLQJ FRUSRUDWH JRYHUQDQFH GHFL LRQ
.H

RUGV

D

+R GLQJ ,

H

RUSRUDWH *RYHUQDQFH

,QWURG FWLRQ
Holding of cash and other liquid assets have always been important for the strategic decisions of
companies. Accordingly, an e ective nancial management policy would be an indispensable
part contributing to a sustaining growth and performance of a company. Since the 2008
nancial crisis, cash holdings level has become one of the biggest concerns of corporate
JRYHUQDQFH 7 HUH DYH HHQ HYHUD UHSRUW RI FD
H G FRUSRUDWLRQ FRQG FWHG LQ PDQ
di erent markets. Cash availability is closely related to companies’ operations and a core
requirement to ensure continued operations. The term of cash holdings in this study refers to
the amount of cash and cash equivalent items that is available for a company to meet their
RUW WHUP DQG HPHUJHQF QHHG
D
DUJ H W DW FD L RQH RI W H HD W SURG FWLYH
D HW RI D FRPSDQ HFD H PR W RI W H WLPH FD GRH QRW FUHDWH DQ DFFR QWLQJ LQFRPH
RUUH SRQGLQJ D W RU PDLF L
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However, rms assert that it is essential to keep a certain amount of cash in their assets.
FFRUGLQJ WR F DU D HW DO
PHLGD HW DO
DWH HW DO
DQG U HW
DO (2019), company’s managers see that cash reserves allow businesses to be ready for any
unanticipated uctuations in cash ows, to fund day-to-day operations, to nance long-term
investment and to prepare for risk. Additionally, this capital for investment opportunities will
be included in the rm’s balance sheet as a type of bridge nancing, signaling its nancial
strength. In the current challenging situation of the new COVID-19 outbreak, cash availability
even plays an unequivocal role when rms su er from di culties in their business. Adequate
level of cash reserves within the rms will protect them from insolvency by helping to cover
D H SHQ H SD PHQW LQF UUHG LQ GDL RSHUDWLRQ
Because each industry and sector has its own characteristics, it leads to di erent demand
and requirements for the optimal level of cash holdings of rms operating within each
LQG WU DQG HFWRU 7 HUHIRUH W H QGHU WDQGLQJ RQ FRUSRUDWH FD
R GLQJ SDWWHUQ DQG
factors a ecting the level of cash holdings should be investigated for each industry separately.
To the best of the authors’ knowledge, there has been no research considering this matter
LQ PDWHULD PDQ IDFW ULQJ LQG WU 7 H PDWHULD PDQ IDFW ULQJ LQG WU GHYH RSPHQW L
now an urgent and fundamental goal for the sustainable economic development of Vietnam,
H SHFLD LQ W H F UUHQW J R D HFRQRPLF LQWHJUDWLRQ 7 L HFWRU SURG FH LQS W PDWHULD IRU
YDULR FRPPRGLW SURG FWLRQ PDUNHW HQFH LW D D WURQJ LPSDFW RQ DFWLYH SURPRWLQJ W H
growth of other industries in the economy, founding the development basis for new sectors and
occupations, enhancing competitive position and well preparing for globalization. According
to the report of Mordor Intelligence Inc, Vietnam’s materials industry is the best performing
in the Asia-Paci c area. Despite the great economic volatility in 2021, Vietnam’s materials
industry is still projected to recover at the same growth rate prior to the pandemic because
Vietnamese authorities have responded by outlining a plan for materials manufacturing
development in the next few years and investing more resources into this sector to improve
the manufacturing quality of domestic enterprises and the capacity of laborers.
Researches also identi ed incentives for materials rms to hold cash, including theoretical
PRWLYH DQG LQG WULD F DUDFWHUL WLF PRWLYH 7 HRUHWLFD
W H W HRULH LQF GLQJ WUDGH
o , pecking order and free cash ow can be used explain the cash holdings behavior of
rms. Theoretical frameworks are used in many studies regarding this topic, such as Opler
HW DO (1999), and Ferreira and Vilela (2004). In terms of transaction motives, it is suggested
that appropriate level of cash reserves is fundamental for a smooth operation of rms.
Firms can reduce transaction costs associated with external fundings by using cash to
make payments. Brokerage fees incentivize corporations to maintain more liquid assets,
according to Miller and Orr (1966). It is more expensive to raise external funds than it is to
use internal funds in the presence of asymmetric knowledge, according to Myers and Majluf
(1984), thus enterprises should keep a speci c amount of cash to meet their investment
QHHG
QRW HU LQFHQWLYH IRU
LQH H WR PDLQWDLQ FD RQ DQG L WR SURWHFW W HP H YH
against unexpected nancial shortages, known as the precautionary motive. According to
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PHLGD HW DO (2004), nancially constrained businesses are in demand to have more cash
reserves than nancially unconstrained companies, supporting this hedging argument and
W H SHFNLQJ RUGHU W HRU
According to Greenwood and Hanson (2015), faced with intense problem of information
asymmetry, materials rms shall have high level of cash ow risk due to the coverage nature.
The evidences were also found by Drobetz HW DO (2016b), and Ahrends HW DO
DPRQJ
others. Furthermore, the materials industries tend to depend heavily from external nancing
through capital markets, which could in uence the rms’ cash holdings decision (Ahrends HW
DO
GGLWLRQD W H F DUDFWHUL WLF RI LJ GHJUHH RI D HW WDQJL L LW DQG LJ HYH RI
xed cost of the materials industry are also major motives for rms to preserve cash. Industrial
machinery and production lines are highly industry-speci c assets, which a ects the ability
of materials rms access external funding. This would in turn in uences the investment
opportunities due to liquidity conditions (Drobetz HW DO , 2016a). Therefore, the importance
of excess cash holdings was emphasized. Even though investment declines after crises was
severe in the materials sector, cash holdings still can o er nancial exibility and mitigate the
adverse e ects of the global economy. Despite this importance, many organizations in Vietnam
are losing signi cant capital by failing to e ectively manage their cash ows, according to
the report of PwC in 2018. This research also pointed out that Vietnam’s cash performance
lagged behind most regional and global peers, which is primarily engineering and materials
sectors’ responsibility. Therefore, the question is what are the factors signi cantly attributing
to rms’ behavior of maintaining cash. By understanding these factors, managers can
develop appropriate policies related to the improvement of the e ectiveness of cash holdings.
W R J W HUH DUH S HQW RI W GLH LQYH WLJDWHG W H GHWHUPLQDQW RI FD
R GLQJ DFUR
di erent nations and di erent sectors, only several studies have been carried out on factors
in uencing the decisions of cash holdings in emerging market in general and in Vietnam
LQ SDUWLF DU 7 L SDSHU DGG WR W H LWHUDW UH SRQ W H L H RI FD
R GLQJ LQ HPHUJLQJ
market in some respects by: (1) using nancial data from materials rms in Vietnam; and
(2) investigating other factors which were not frequently examined in earlier studies such
as cash conversion cycle and dividend payout. Upon which, nancial managers, investors,
and corporate governance experts can use the ndings to make a clear understanding of the
SDWWHUQ RI FD
R GLQJ
The study employs quantitative research method to analyze a of 51 Materials rms listed
on both Ho Chi Minh Stock Exchange (HOSE) and Hanoi Stock Exchange (HNX). The
conclusions of this study show that the results are mostly in line with the pecking theory’s
expectations, which anticipates that leverage, cash conversion cycle and dividend payout
ratio negatively a ect the level of cash holdings while the other variables show positive
in uences.
The paper will rst present the theoretical framework applied in this study. A review of
previous study on cash holdings behavior, which enables the development of the various
hypotheses, will be discussed next. After that, the methods used to test these hypotheses will
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be presented. The data are then analyzed in the following part, followed by a discussion of the
ndings. The conclusion section will close this study.
7KHRUHWLFDO IUDPH RUN
There are di erent theories explaining why rms would want to hold cash instead of other
liquid assets or transform to other forms of long-term investment. According to di erent
reasons, cash is needed to prevent nancial distress, for nancing investment or for the
purpose of assets controlling. These theories are summarized below.
2.1 Trade-o theory
According to trade-o theory, there is an optimal amount of cash holdings with a given level
of debt. Corporations can determine this optimal level by weighing the marginal costs and
advantages of keeping cash on hand (Opler HW DO , 1999). Holding cash would bear the “costRI FDUU
QGHU W H D PSWLRQ W DW PDQDJHU HHN WR RSWLPL H DUH R GHU FDSLWD 7 H PDLQ
cost of holding cash is often associated with the opportunity cost of the capital invested in
liquid assets (Ferreira and Vilela, 2004). The prime bene t of holding cash is to minimize
the external capital raising costs and to avoid missing growth opportunities because of the
shortage of liquid assets (Dittmar HW DO , 2003; Faulkender and Wang, 2006). In addition,
Ferreia and Vilela (2004) stated that cash holdings can protect rms from the likelihood of
nancial distress. In Vietnam, the bankruptcy related costs are signi cant, which makes the
trade-o theory more supportive of cash holdings decisions (Al-Najjar, 2013). However, cash
reserve is not always bene cial for businesses. Firms that stockpile cash levels more than the
optimal balance might obtain the low rate of return on cash or liquid assets. The agency cost
RI PDQDJHULD GL FUHWLRQ D R LQFUHD H W H FR W RI FD
R GLQJ LQ W H FD H W DW PDQDJHU
maintain cash to keep more assets under their control for their own interests rather than acting
on shareholders’ wealth, according to Saddour (2006).
Several studies using nancial determinants of cash holdings to investigate the trade-o
W HRU RQ FD
R GLQJ H DYLRU )RU H DPS H
1DMMDU DQG H J LWDU
)HUUHLUD DQG
Vilela (2004), and Opler HW DO (1999) employ leverage, liquidity, dividend payout, rm size
and growth to empirically examine this theory.
2.2 Pecking order theory
Pecking order (or nancial hierarchy) theory was rst introduced by Donaldson (1961) and
H WHQGHG 0 HU DQG 0DM I
7 L W HRU S R G W H FRQFHSW RI I QG SULRULW RUGHU
when rms decide which funds to use for nancing investments. The theory states that rms
prefer to nance their projects by internal resources which can be accessed at ease. After that,
they will adjust their dividend levels to exploit retained earnings (available liquid assets),
even if the rms follow a sticky dividend policy (Tahir HW DO , 2016). If retained earnings ratio
can no more be adjusted, rms would tend to sell liquid assets and external capital raising is
RQ W HLU D W UH RUW 7 L W HRU IRF H RQ LQJ LQWHUQD UH R UFH D W H HD W H SHQ LYH
resource for rms nancing, thereby rms can reduce costs of capital. Pecking order theory
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FRPH IURP D PPHWULF LQIRUPDWLRQ DQG DJHQF SUR HP W HRULH WR PLQLPL H FR W UH DWHG
to equity issuing. The theory supports the idea that if a rm is pro table enough to nance its
LQYH WPHQW W HUH R G H QR RU H H WHUQD I QGLQJ
2.3 Free cash ow theory
Free cash ow theory, which usually explains the pattern of cash holdings, was rst
developed by Jensen (1986). According to Jensen (1986), managers prefer to keep high level
of cash for their assets controlling. Free cash ow theory on this agency problem analysis
is a major part of the modern nancial literature. Agency problems are also caused by the
optimal level of cash holding of the rm. Excess cash can facilitate management to pursue
investments projects and nancing decisions. For example, in case the capital market is not
willing to nance new projects, managers need to use available cash within the rm as a
risk-free investment. A risk-averse manager would maintain a high cash retention ratio to
minimize the company’s risk exposure and abandon investments with positive risky NPV
(Tong, 2006). Beside the con ict in terms of making nancial decisions, the con ict over
payout policy are especially severe when free cash ow is substantially available (Jensen,
1986). It seems that management accumulates cash by lowering the payout ratio to keep
funds within the rm.
/LWHUDW UH UH LH
Plenty of relevant articles have extensively discussed the motivations to hold cash of rms,
together with empirical evidence. The following section explores and reviews important
papers and their ndings in order to develop research hypotheses, based on important found
GHWHUPLQDQW DQG UH HDUF JDS
3.1 The determinants of cash holdings
There have been many studies conducted across di erent markets based on theories
associated with cash holdings decisions of rms’ managers. Firms hold cash to ensure the
optimal timing of investment and to avoid nancial distress events. On the other side, excess
of cash would lessen the rm value due to lower investment activities (Easterbrook, 1984;
'LWWPDU HW DO
Regarding this topic, cash holding behavior of U.S. rms gains much attention from the
LWHUDW UH
DQJ RR HW DO , 1998; Opler HW DO , 1999; Faulkender and Wang, 2006; Bates HW
DO
*DR HW DO
7D LU HW DO , 2016). The model used in Opler HW DO (1999) is widely
employed to examine determinants of cash holding decisions in other empirical studies. Opler
HW DO (1999) implemented this model on the US data, while Gill and Shah (2012) investigated
the cash holdings determinants on a sample of 166 Canadian rms. The UK context studied
by Ozkan and Ozkan (2004), and Al-Najjar and Belghitar (2011) also applied the same model.
Beside some rm-speci c characteristics such as leverage, liquidity, investment opportunities
and cash ow that were inherited from previous works, Ozkan and Ozkan (2004) also
assess the role of the ownership structure in the U.K. context. In addition to these variables,
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Khuong HW DO
H DPLQH UHD DFWLYLWLH PDQDJHPHQW D DQ LPSRUWDQW GHWHUPLQDQW RI
cash holdings.Ferreira and Vilela (2004) choose the EMU market for their cash holdings
LQYH WLJDWLRQ *DUFLD 7HU H DQG 0DUWLQH D RQD
DQD HG FD
R GLQJ GHWHUPLQDQW
of 860 Spanish SMEs, showing a positive association between leverage and cash holdings.. In
Vietnamese market, the research of determinants of cash holding in manufacturing rms was
conducted by Thieu (2013). This report used data of listed manufacturing rms between 2006
and 2011 applying three most popular theories as his theoretical framework. This paper only
focused partly on the impact of rm characteristics of manufacturing rms in Vietnam and
GRH QRW PHQWLRQ FD
R GLQJ WDUJHW
Because of imperfect market condition, especially in an emerging market like Vietnam,
cash holdings level is relevant when assessing nancial decisions and rm value (Opler HW
DO , 1999). This section reviews the extant literature and develop hypotheses regarding the
determinants of cash holdings in case of materials manufacturing rms listed on Vietnamese
WRFN H F DQJH
HYHUDJH
Leverage, which means the proportion of debt in the capital structure, is one of the most
critical determinants of cash holdings. It is argued that as the precautionary motive, rms
with high leverage ratio tend to hold high level of cash so that they can reduce the default risk
(Khalil, 2017; Masood HW DO
-H UDQ HW DO
FRQF GHG W DW DIWHU FUL L SHULRG
rms choose to issue more debts to enhance their cash level. The pecking order theory, on the
RW HU DQG SUHGLFW W DW HYHUDJH DQG FD
R GLQJ DYH DQ LQYHU H UH DWLRQ 'LDPRQG
Ozkan and Ozkan, 2004; Sheikh HW DO , 2018), implying that companies capable of borrowing
through bonds would hold less cash, and tend to focus on investment activities. Empirically,
the negative relation between leverage and cash holding is found in several studies such as
Ferreira and Vilela (2004), Afza and Adnan (2007), Shah (2011), Ogundipe HW DO
PHG HW DO (2018), Das and Goel (2019), and Yudaruddin (2019). In Vietnam, most
Vietnamese rms rely on short-term borrowings (Nguyen, 2006), and Vietnamese companies
tend to borrow in the short run to substitute for the need of cash (John, 1993). The reason of
accumulating a certain level of cash for these rms is to minimize the risk of insolvency in
a market with high bankruptcy related costs like Vietnam (Al-Najjar, 2013). The negative
association between leverage and cash holdings in Vietnamese market was also showed in
Phung and Nguyen (2018) with the explanation that a high interest expense on a high leverage
would lead to a low ability to hold cash. Based on previous ndings, the following hypothesis
L SUH HQWHG
7KHUH LV D QHJDWLYH UHODWLRQVKLS EHW HHQ OHYHUDJH DQG FDVK KROGLQJV RI 9LHWQDPHVH
materials manufacturing rms.
Pro tability
Cash is an outcome of the pro table nancing and investment activities (Dittmar HW DO
Firms with great pro tability could have resources for dividend payments, debt payback
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and accumulation purposes. Opler HW DO (2009) concluded that rms with high performance
will tend to accumulate cash. Pro table companies have easier and cheaper access to the
FDSLWD PDUNHW W H DYH PRUH UH R UFH WR SD W HLU DUH R GHU GLYLGHQG DQG UHSD W HLU
debt (Ferreira and Vilela, 2004; Almeida HW DO
7
W H WHQG WR DFF P DWH PRUH
cash to minimize the possibility of short of liquidity for those payments or future earnings
QSUHGLFWD L LW 7 L SR LWLYH LQNDJH L D R IR QG LQ GDU GGLQ
,Q DGGLWLRQ W H
pecking order theory also implies that pro table rms, especially small ones in Vietnam,
prefer to hold cash for re nancing their operations and reinvesting their projects due to high
information asymmetry, which makes equity issue too costly. Based on previous ndings and
the pecking order theory, the following hypothesis is presented:
H2: There is a positive relationship between pro tability and cash holdings of Vietnamese
materials manufacturing rms.
&DVK FRQYHUVLRQ F FOH
FD FRQYHU LRQ F F H HQ UH D L LWLH RI FRPSDQLH WR PHHW W HLU RUW WHUP R LJDWLRQ
and, it would save the reputation of a company. According to Shah (2011), short cash cycle
improves a company’s capacity to replenish funds fast. As a result, businesses with a short
cash cycle are less likely to face cash shortages. However, Junli (2011) and Mahjabeen and
Rizwan (2018) showed that cash conversion cycle has a positive impact on level of cash
holdings. Based on previous ndings, the authors predict a negative relationship between cash
FRQYHU LRQ F F H DQG FD
R GLQJ
7KHUH LV D QHJDWLYH UHODWLRQVKLS EHW HHQ FDVK FRQYHUVLRQ F FOH DQG FDVK KROGLQJV RI
Vietnamese materials manufacturing rms.
Cash ow
According to pecking order and free cash ow theories, rms prefer internal over external
nance (Myers and Majluf, 1984). Firms with high free cash ow can easily pursue their
projects when cash is available. Opler HW DO (1999) found that companies with high growth
potential and cash ows tend to have a larger quantity of cash. Drobetz and Grüninger
(2007) also showed that cash balance is positively correlated to operating cash ows. Many
studies have been conducted using the cash ow sensitivity to cash holdings to examine the
relationship between OCF and cash holdings. Hung HW DO
DQG 4 RF
UHFRJQL HG
the positive linear relation between cash ow and cash holdings. Based on previous research
and existing theories, the following hypothesis is developed:
H4: There is a positive relationship between free cash ow and cash holdings of Vietnamese
materials manufacturing rms.
UR WK RSSRUW QLWLHV
One of the most signi cant determinants of cash retained by companies is the availability of
growth/investment opportunities. Saleem HW DO (2021) argued that growth opportunities are
negatively associated with the cash holdings level, which implied that due to agency con icts,
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rms with high level of cash holdings might avoid investing in projects. This result was also
supported by the nding of Sheikh HW DO
,Q FRQWUD W H LGH W GLH
SSRUWLQJ W H
negative linkage between growth opportunities and cash holdings, the positive association
is found in several other studies. Firms with high growth typically have low information
asymmetry, according to asymmetric information theory. Firm may have troubles in nding
S DFH WR GL WUL WH W HLU LQYH WPHQW UH WLQJ LQ D LJ HU FD
D DQFH 3 QJ DQG 1J HQ
FFRUGLQJ WR D LU HW DO (2016), companies that have more growth prospects will
QHHG WR LQFUHD H W HLU FDSLWD 7 H SR LWLYH D RFLDWLRQ L IR QG LQ RPH HPSLULFD W GLH F
as Opler HW DO (1999), Kim HW DO (2011), Ferreira and Vilela (2004), and Ahmed HW DO
. In the context of Vietnam, Nguyen HW DO (2013) also found a positive association between
market-to-book ratio which is used as measurement proxy for growth opportunities and
cash holdings. Based on theoretical framework and previous empirical results, the following
SRW H L L GHYH RSHG
7KHUH LV D SRVLWLYH UHODWLRQVKLS EHW HHQ JUR WK RSSRUW QLWLHV DQG FDVK KROGLQJV RI
Vietnamese materials manufacturing rms.
LYLGHQG SD R W
Drobetz and Grüninger (2007) nd that cash reserves are positively correlated with dividend
payments. This result was also concluded by Guizani (2017), Chirecka and Fakoya (2017),
DQG PHG HW DO (2018). It is explained that, in order to prepare for the case of insu cient
cash when paying dividend, rms paying dividend would hold the excess cash so that they
can keep the reputation of dividend payments (Guizani, 2017). However, according to tradeo theory, dividend payout should be negatively associated with the level of cash holdings
of rms. Kim HW DO
IR QG W DW W HUH L H FD NHSW
LQH H SD LQJ GLYLGHQG
It is suggested that rms paying dividends can have another substitution of holding cash by
decreasing dividend payout when the cash shortfall occurs. According to Opler HW DO
dividend payments signi cantly reduce level of cash holdings. Previous studies such as Sheikh
HW DO
DQG D HHP HW DO (2021) also suggested this signi cantly negative association
between dividend payments and cash holdings of rms. Based on previous ndings, the
following hypothesis is developed:
7KHUH LV D QHJDWLYH UHODWLRQVKLS EHW HHQ GLYLGHQG SD R W DQG FDVK KROGLQJV RI
Vietnamese materials manufacturing rms.
3.2 Research gap
The literature suggests that leverage, liquidity, pro tability, growth opportunities, free cash
ows, net working capital, rm size and dividends impact the level of corporate cash holdings.
However, the results are mixed across countries and across sectors.. In addition, to the best of
our knowledge, among existing literature of cash holdings in Vietnamese context, none have
studied cash holding determinants for rms in materials manufacturing industry. Therefore,
this study is aimed lling in this research gap by empirically analyzing which theory and
factors describe cash holdings behavior in the Vietnamese materials manufacturing sector.
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7DEOH

3UHYLR

W GLH RQ GHWHUPLQDQW RI FD

9DULDEOHV

/HYHUDJH

Pro tability
D

FRQYHU LRQ F F H

3RVLWL H UHODWLRQVKLS

Nguyen (2006); Yudaruddin

Growth opportunities

0D MD HHQ DQG
Rizwan (2018)

Opler et al. (1999);
Pinkowitz and Williamson

Cash ow

Ferreira and Vilela (2004);
Kim et al. (2011); Ahmed et
D
Drobetz and Grüninger
* L DQL
PHG HW D

'LYLGHQG SD R W

+ SRWKHVHV
GH HORSPHQW

1H DWL H UHODWLRQVKLS

Ferreira and Vilela (2004);
Khalil (2017); Masood et al.
-H UDQ HW D

- QL

R GLQJ HYH

+DUGLQ HW D
PHG HW D
'D DQG *RH
GDU GGLQ
Drobetz and Grüninger

1HJDWLYH

+

3R LWLYH

+

D
Kim et al. (1998);
Ferreira and Vilela (2004)
HLN HW D
D HHP HW D
1DMMDU
HW D
D

+

HLN
D HHP HW

1HJDWLYH
3R LWLYH

+

3R LWLYH

+

3R LWLYH

H6 - Negative

6R UFH The authors’ compilation
'DWD DQG PHWKRGROR
4.1 Data collection
In this study, quantitative method is employed using secondary data from annual audited
nancial statements of targeted companies. Targeting a sample of materials manufacturing
companies listed on Vietnamese stock exchange, he authors collect data from FiinTrade
3 DWIRUP ' H WR RPH FRQ WUDLQW G ULQJ GDWD FR HFWLRQ SURFH
F D QRQ DYDL D L LW RI
data or non-working companies in a year, the total number of observations are 51 companies
RYHU
HDU 7
W H UH HDUF D
R HUYDWLRQ LQ WRWD
4.2 Methodology
The following regression model is used:
+5L W = β + β LEVL W + β ROEL W + β

L W

+ β *57+L W + β CFLOWL W + β6 '35L W

L W

where CHR represents cash and cash equivalents ratio; LEV is leverage ratio; ROE means
return on equity; CCC is cash conversion cycle; GRTH denotes growth opportunities; CFLOW
is free cash ow ratio; DPR means dividend payout ratio; µ represents random error term/
UH LG D
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7DEOH

0HD UHPHQW RI YDULD H

9DULDEOHV
D
HYH

0RGHO LQS W

R GLQJ

0HDV UHPHQW

5HIHUHQFHV
Opler et al. (1999);
I D DQG GQDQ

+5

/HYHUDJH

LEV

Ferreira and Vilela (2004);
I D DQG GQDQ

Pro tability

ROE

Nguyen (2006);
1DMMDU

D FRQYHU LRQ
F FH

5 3

Cash ow ratio

, 3

33

D

CFlow

Growth
RSSRUW QLWLH
'LYLGHQG SD R W
UDWLR

DS

*5:7+

Nguyen (2006);
Kim et al. (2011)

'35

Nguyen (2006);
Saddour (2006)

6R UFH The authors’ compilation
4.3 Descriptive Statistics
Descriptive statistics of dependent and independent variables of 357 rm - year observations
of 51 Vietnam materials manufacturing companies from 2013 to 2019 are presented in Table 3.
7DEOH

'H FULSWLYH WDWL WLF

9DULDEOHV

2EVHU DWLRQ

0HDQ

6WG 'H

+5

0LQ

0D

0.0861461

LEV

0.4546902

ROE

0.1386917

0.2006204
0.6344157
-198.8168

CFlow

- 0.58062

*5:7+

1.36096

0.6241435
8.986499

'35

6R UFH The authors’ calculation
The results show that the average level of cash holdings is 8.34% of total assets, and
its standard deviation is 8.61%. The standard deviation of cash ratio observations is quite
high, with the maximum and minimum values of cash holdings ratio are 52% and 0.01%
respectively. This shows that cash holdings are uctuate among a wide range. The average
leverage ratio which was used as proxy to measure the nancial health of a company is 45.5%
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with a standard deviation of 20%, which indicates a wide variance across rms. Average return
on equity (ROE) is 13.87%, implying that this industry has the potential to be pro table. The
mean of cash conversion cycle is 105 days with a standard deviation is 105 days. The cash
ow ratio has the mean value of 5%, indicating that rms in this industry have a low e ciency
in cash availability. The growth opportunities ratio is represented by the price-to-book ratio
(P/B). The average of P/B at 1.36 reveals that the current capital market is overvaluing the
materials rms. The mean value for dividend payout is 9.2%..
(PSLULFDO UHV OWV
5.1 Correlation Analysis
Prior to regression, Pearson’s correlation analysis is conducted to verify the relationship
between variables.
7DEOH

RUUH DWLRQ PDWUL
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5:7+

'35
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LEV

-0.3642

ROE

-0.0563

CFlow

0.1651

0.0067

0.4036

- 0.0678

*5:7+
'35

0.2660

- 0.1765

6R UFH The authors’ calculation
Although the highest correlation result between return on equity and growth opportunities
is quite high (+0.5058), the correlation coe cient is still within the allowable level (<0.8).
7 HUHIRUH LW FDQ H FRQF GHG W DW W HUH L QR SHUIHFW P WLFR LQHDULW LQ W H UHJUH LRQ
5.2 Collinearity diagnosis
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'35
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Mean VIF
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Besides, the study tests for multicollinearity to detect if there is any linear relationship between
variables. Variance in ation factor (VIF) is used for this test.
According to the test result, the mean VIF is 1.29 which is much smaller than 10. Also, each
VIF value is consistently smaller than 10 and greater than 1. Therefore, it can be concluded
W DW W H PRGH L IUHH IURP P WLFR LQHDULW
5.3 Regression model selection and results
Initially, this research used Pooled OLS, Fixed e ect and Random e ect regression analyses
to investigate the impact of each proxy on cash holdings level. The result is shown in Table 6
with estimated coe cient of each independent variable and its level of signi cant in explaining
e ects on cash holdings.
The results of adjusted - R2 of Pooled OLS, xed e ect model, random e ect model are
25.64%, 13.13% and 23.93% respectively (Table 6). This result implies that the independent
variables used as determinants in the model can explain 25.64%, 13.13% and 23.93% of
changes in levels of cash reserve of materials manufacturing rms listed on Vietnam stock
PDUNHW HFD H W H S YD H RI HDF H WLPDWHG PRGH DPRQJ W H W UHH PRGH D RYH L
less than the signi cance level of 0.05, all models are statistically signi cant.
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Observations
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7DEOH

5HJUH LRQ UH

W DQG UR
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WH W FRQWLQ HG

3UR
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3RROHG 2/6
)(0
5(0
Modi ed Wald test for groupwise heteroskedasticity in xed e ect regression model
+ LJPD L
LJPD IRU D ,
F L (51) = 6767.55
3UR F L
:RROGULG H WHVW IRU D WRFRUUHODWLRQ LQ SDQHO GDWD
H0: no rst order autocorrelation
)
3UR
)

6R UFH The authors’ calculation
According to the result for heteroskedasticity and autocorrelation tests after running OLS
regression, the impact of each proxy on cash holdings level is not being fully re ected by the
estimation by Pooled OLS model and statistic errors as heteroskedasticity and autocorrelation
stitll exist. The Modi ed Wald test presents the result of Prob > chi2 = 0.0000, indicating that
OLS model su er from heteroskedasticity.
Additionally, the Wooldridge test shows thatautocorrelation exists in the OLS regression
model. Therefore, the Pooled OLS model is not the most appropriate model.
This led the authors to use the Hausman test to check for the appropriation of xed e ect
model and random e ect model. The result of this test suggested that xed e ect model is
PRUH DSSURSULDWH IRU W H UHJUH LRQ
The xed e ects model results show that except for cash conversion cycle, all remaining
factors positively a ect cash holdings level. However, only the factor ROE, cash ow ratio
and growth opportunities have signi cant impacts on the dependent variable.
Although xed e ect model is the most appropriate models in the three models above, the
Modi ed Wald suggested that heteroskedasticity still occurs in this model.
5.4 Feasible least squares regression result
Due to the existence of heteroskedasticity and autocorrelation in xed e ects model, the feasible
generalized least squares (FGLS) is conducted hereafter with the aim to x these problems.
This estimator with AR1 level allows estimation in the presence of heteroscedasticity and
autocorrelation within the panel. It can be clearly seen from the summary table result that the
estimates have changes in their magnitude after running FGLS to x violations of the model.
However, all the impact direction of independent variables on cash holdings level, except the
variable of leverage ratio, are still the same as that of xed e ect model.
The regression model of level of cash holdings after xing violations by feasible least
squares model is:
CHR = 0.0811 - 0.0752 LEVL W + 0.0538 ROEL W - 0.000067 CCCL W
0.00686 GRWTHL W + 0.112 CFLOWL W
'35L W
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FEM and FGLS regression result
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)
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1RWHV t statistics in parentheses, * signi cant at 10%, ** signi cant at 5%, *** signi cant at 1%.
6R UFH The authors’ calculation
The model’s p-value is 0.0000 < 5% level of signi cance which implies that the regression
result is statistically signi cant at 5% level of signi cance. The empirical results indicate that
LEV, CCC, CFlow and GRWTH are statistically signi cant at the 0.05 level as in Table 7. On
the other hand, DPR has no signi cant impact on level of cash holdings.
'LVF VVLRQ DQG OLPLWDWLRQV
6.1 Discussion
It is found that leverage has a signi cant negative in uence on cash holdings of Vietnamese
materials manufacturing rms, at 1% level of signi cance. This negative correlation supports
the precautionary motive and Hypothesis 1. The result is consistent with the prediction of
pecking order theory and the ndings of Opler HW DO
+DUGLQ HW DO
I D DQG
Adnan (2007), Megginson and Wei (2010), Ogundipe HW DO (2012), Khalil (2017), and Jebran
HW DO (2019). With a higher level of debt, rms can see debt as a substitute for cash holdings.
W R J W H LPSDFW D F DQJHG LW GLUHFWLRQ DIWHU W H U QQLQJ RI W H IHD L H JHQHUD L HG
least squares model, it presents a more signi cant in uence in this nal model. At the level
of 1% signi cance, the leverage variable has a strong impact on the decision of holding cash.
In a material rm with a high level of debt nancing, managers and stakeholders would want
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to use their cash and cash equivalent to make the most of investment opportunities to avoid
wasting money on high interests from the nancial market. This tendency then reduces the
GHPDQG IRU FD
The coe cient for ROE is signi cant and has a value of 0.0538, showing the positive
impact of pro tability on cash holding level of materials companies. This nding supported
Hypothesis 2. This result can be explained by transaction motive and is consistent with
expectation of pecking order theory. This relationship is also con rmed by some studies on
the developed markets such as Nguyen (2006) Tokyo market and Opler HW DO
RQ W H
8 PDUNHW 7 H SR LWLYH LPSDFW L D R IR QG LQ HPHUJLQJ PDUNHW
HYLGHQFH IURP 1LJHULD
(Ogundipe HW DO
LQD 0HJJLQ RQ DQG :HL
DQG ,QGRQH LD
GDU GGLQ
2019). This could imply that pro ts from businesses could be used as a good source of
internal funds in some emerging markets where the agency costs of debts are high. Further
possible argument can be concluded from free cash ow theory which states that conservative
managers tend to hold excess cash from cash ow generated from operation pro ts to pursue
their own projects for their own interests.
7 H UH W RI UHJUH LRQ U QQLQJ LQGLFDWH D QHJDWLYH LPSDFW RI FD FRQYHU LRQ F F H RQ
cash holdings level. However, this e ect is at a low magnitude, just -0.0000673. This nding
accepts the prediction of hypothesis H3 and is consistent with trade-o theory and pecking
order theory. The negative relationship between cash conversion cycle and cash holdings can
H H S DLQHG W DW RUWHQLQJ FD FRQYHU LRQ F F H FDQ LQFUHD H W H FD UH HUYH LQ W H DQN
account of a rm and that rm would not go with shortage of cash for long. To be speci c, the
RUWHU FD FRQYHU LRQ F F H L W H PRUH FD IUHH WR H DFF P DWHG PDQDJHU WR SUHSDUH
for investments and projects. The result of cash conversion cycle e ect in this study is also
SSRUWHG
D
The coe cient between cash ow and cash holdings level showed a signi cant positive
impact of cash ow on the level of cash holdings. Notably, cash ow ratio is the strongest
proxy in uencing on the level of cash reserves in rms in this study, as its coe cient is
0.112, and signi cant at the 1% level. The positive relationship indicates that Hypothesis 4 is
accepted, and pecking order and free cash ow theories hold in this case. This result suggests
that materials manufacturing rms in Vietnam with high cash ow ratio tend to retain more
cash to nance their new investments. Cash is kept within rms in order to safeguard the rms
DJDLQ W SRWHQWLD R H DQG GGHQ QH SHFWHG HYHQW D D WUDQ DFWLRQD DQG SUHFD WLRQDU
move. Pecking order theory re ected through this result can be understood that rms prefer to
nance themselves by internal funds before resorting to the market. This positive in uence of
cash ow ratio on cash holdings is also strongly supported in the study of Kariuki HW DO
on Kenya market. In Cap (2014), it is reported that this outcome is not only seen in the overall
sample of the research, but also remains the same when analyzing the e ect on sub-samples
classifying by industry. This nding is also con rmed by Mahjabeen and Rizwan (2018)
while investigating non- nancial Pakistani companies’ determinants of cash holdings. Opler
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HW DO (1999), Pinkowitz and Williamson (2001) reported the same outcome when examining
the e ect of cash ow on cash holding behaviors.
Growth opportunities, which is measured by the market-to-book ratio, has a positive
in uence on level of cash holdings in rms at the 5% level. Hypothesis 5 is accepted by
this empirical result. The nding is also consistent with the result reported by Ozkan and
Ozkan (2004), Ferreira and Vilela (2004), Jani HW DO (2004), D’Mello HW DO
DWH HW
DO
DQG PHG HW DO
7 H UH DWLRQ LS FDQ H H S DLQHG
D W UHH W HRULH
To avoid nancial distress, a growing corporation with signi cant growth potential tends to
accumulate greater cash reserves, which corresponds to the precautionary reason for holding
cash. This direction of the impact can be explained by the fact that the company would have
higher bankruptcy costs as a company has greater investment potential (Ferreira and Vilela,
3HFNLQJ RUGHU W HRU D R SUHGLFW W H DPH FRUUH DWLRQ LJ LQYH WPHQW RSSRUW QLWLH
would lead a rm to having more cash to avoid shortage and in turn, go for costly external
FDSLWD UDL LQJ
In contrast to the ndings of signi cantly positive relationship between dividend payment
DQG FD
R GLQJ UHSRUWHG
* L DQL
DQG
PHG HW DO
W HUH L D SR LWLYH
and insigni cant relationship between dividend payout ratio and cash holdings level. Thus,
dividend payout ratio has no signi cant relationship with cash reserves of companies, hence,
it can be concluded that dividend payout ratio does not a ect cash holdings of materials rms
in Vietnam. According to free cash ow theory, it seems like there is little agency problems in
materials companies in Vietnam although the authors did not detect signi cant relationships.
7DEOH

Summary of research ndings
Trade-o
WKHRU

9DULDEOHV

3HFNLQ RUGHU
WKHRU

Free cash ow
WKHRU

3UHGLFWLRQ

Final nding

LEV
ROE
)5DWLR
*5:7+
'35

6R UFH The authors’ compilation
W H R WFRPH RI W L UH HDUF
JJH WHG LQ JHQHUD W H LQFHQWLYH IRU FD
R GLQJ
by Vietnamese material rms could be explained by pecking order theory, with all of the
empirical results consistently t to the afore-mentioned theory. There are slight di erences
between this research’s outcomes compared to other theories, but in general, nal ndings are
consistent with the authors’ initial predictions.
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6.2 Limitations
This study is limited to the sample of materials rms listed on Vietnamese stock exchanges.
Therefore, the whole situation of cash holdings’ determinants of the whole materials
manufacturing sector might not fully be re ected. In addition, another drawback of this
study is only to apply regression according to three basic methods of estimation without
implementing additional methods to consider the model’s suitability.
)RU PRUH DFF UDWH HYD DWLRQ RI W H PDWHULD HFWRU I W UH UH HDUF
R G LQYH WLJDWH
IRU D F UUHQW DFWLYH FRPSDQLH ,QWHUQD FRUSRUDWH JRYHUQDQFH FRQ LGHUDWLRQ
F D
board structure, audit processes and robust policies, and CEO characteristics should also be
FRQ LGHUHG
RQFO VLRQ
7 L UH HDUF L FRQG FWHG WR LQYH WLJDWH W H FD
R GLQJ GHFL LRQ LQ W H HPHUJLQJ PDUNHW
of Vietnam. Results from several previous studies indicate that the in uence of each factor is
diversi ed across countries and across industries. However, there are few studies in Vietnam
focus on this topic, especially in a speci c industry. Therefore, the main purpose of this
research is to understand why companies keep cash from the viewpoint of the Vietnamese
PDWHULD PDQ IDFW ULQJ LQG WU 7 H W G L FDUULHG R W
LQJ HFRQGDU GDWD IURP
audited nancial reports of 51 materials companies listed on both Hanoi stock exchange (HNX)
and Ho Chi Minh stock exchange (HOSE) for the period of 2013-2019. The authors use the
feasible generalized least squares model as the nal regression result to test the hypotheses.
The research outcomes show free cash ow ratio has the strongest impact on cash holdings
among the remaining evaluated variables, leverage ranked the second, pro tability ranked
third while growth opportunities and cash conversion cycle have the lowest impact on cash
holdings level of rms. Dividend payout ratio has no signi cant relationship with cash balances
of companies. Under that perspective, it is advised that Vietnamese material rms may take
these factors as the considerations in understanding their own cash position in uencing factors
to make proper decisions. It may also be bene cial to researchers and regulators in providing
timely and e ective adjustment regarding cash holdings of these companies.
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